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  Anita Rosales & Rachel Cedillo
Interview Date:  December 5, 2011

                              Interview by:  Melanie Hartman
Transcribed by:  Gordon Benson

MH:  What was the name of your maternal grandparents?

AR:  Her name was Gleneta Jaunita Almenareu.

MH:  Whom was she married to?

AR:  Cevesta Devaul.

MH:  What were names of your dad’s parents?

AR:  I never knew my grandma.  She had passed away before any of us were born.  Her name
was Christina.

MH:  Where were both sets of grandparents from?

AR:  They were from Mexico.  His name was Miguel Devaul.   My dad was also named Miguel
after his dad.  My dad was like JR>

MH:  Where was your dad from?

AR:  I don’t know where he was born.  But he used to go back and visit cousins in Sonora.

MH:  What kind of work did he do?

AR:  He did different kinds of work but I remember when I was small he did work on the
farms irrigating.  At that time they hired men to irrigate, to start those hoses.  He used to
irrigate during the night or during the day.  He just worked in the fields.

MH:  Was he involved in Chandler at all like neighborhoods or groups of any kind?

AR:  No.

MH:  How about your mom what was her name?

AR:  Carmen.
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MH:  Do you know her maiden name?

AR:  Mendeles was her maiden name.

MH:  Where was she from?

AR:  Mt mom was Chihuahua.

MH:  Your mom was from Chihuahua and she came over when she was about three years old
in 1918.

AR:  Yes, because she was born in 1915.  Three years old.

MH:  Do you know why they came to Chandler?  Did they come straight from Mexico to
Chandler or did they go to different places in Arizona first?

AR:  As far as I know they just came to Chandler.  I never heard of them anywhere else.

MH:  Did your mom do any work outside of the home?

AR:  She did part-time like fieldwork.  She did some work at the Chinese Restaurant where
Serrano’s is now.  It used to be called the Peacock and she did wash dishes there.  She
worked in the fields mainly.

MH:  Was that within walking distances from where you lived?

AR:  Not the fields, but the Peacock, yes.

MH:  Did everyone kind of pile in the cars in the morning and then come back at night?

AR:  In the morning, yes, but not at night.  I used to work in the same restaurant she did.  I
could make more money picking cotton in the morning and working at the restaurant at
night.    There usually was a truck since you are asking about transportation to the fields.
The man that was in charge of the fields and he was real well known by everybody.  He was
like a contractor.  So they would pick up the people in a big truck with a canvas cover.  I
never got on the truck because I never liked to work in the fields.  I used to run errands for
restaurants like Ortega’s.  It was there for years and years but when I was there it was a
shack.    They made a bigger nicer one later on but when I worked there I started just
running errands for her.  She had a big thing where they put ice and pop bottles.  I had to
clean the pop bottles and put them all in there.  That is how they would serve soda in those
days and the iceman would come and put a big b lock of ice in that thing and that is how they
kept the sodas cold.  When they first came to Chandler they lived out in the ranches.  Dad
used to work that Willis.  They supplied a house there.  We lived in one house and then
moved to a better house.  Then from there we moved in here at Saragosa.  On Saragosa it was
at the east end and across the street was a market but I don’t remember what the name of
the market was.
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MH:  Do you know how your parents met?

AR:  They met because they both came about the same time.  I don’t really know but I do
know that at one time they thought my dad was going to marry one of her sisters and her
name was Ruth.  One of my dad’s sisters was the same name as my mom, Carmen.  She liked
her.  She didn’t like her but dad ended up marrying mom instead of her.

RC:  I thin the met from each of the families knowing each other.  Also one of my dad’s
brothers married my dad’s sister.  Two sisters married two brothers.  That is just from living
in the same area.

MH:  That seemed to happen a lot on Saragosa and Morales Streets that a lot of the family
each other.

AR:  They married a lot f their friends.

MH:  When was each of you born?

AR:  I was born on August 21, 1938.

RC:  I was born April 17, 1941.

MH:  Were you born here in handler?

AR:  Yes.

MH:  Besides Jenny do you have any other siblings?

AR:  Yes, she lives in Las Vegas. We have a lot of siblings.  There were nine of us.  My brother
that followed me has passed away.  Then it is you and then it is Mike, and Miguel who was
named after my dad.  Actually my mom named us all in Spanish but when we went to school
we wanted names in English and my other brother bobby was Roberto and then there is
Evah.  Who else is there?

RC:  Janet, and Ester she lives out there in Maricopa where I do.

MH:  That is a big family.

AR:  There were nine of us.

MH:  With the names becoming more American was that part of going to Winn School?

AR:  Yeah, we lived on Saragosa, we moved there in l943-44.  I went to the Winn and it was
one room and the teacher was Mrs. Hill.  She had kindergarten and first.  Well there were
four rooms but they only used two of the.  The others were storage or something.  They did
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use one room for extra tutoring or special help.  One was Mrs. Chesny and that third and
fourth, no, second and third.  From there we went to Cleveland, which is no longer there.  It
is part of the high school.  This is a picture.

MH:  Do you mind if I take this with me and make a copy of it?

AR:  Yes.  She was suppose to give me a copy but she never did.  She wanted to know if I knew
any of the names and I gave her some of them.

RC:  Some of them I don’t remember.

AR:  I didn’t remember some of the full names but just the first names.

RC:  I don’t know if I gave my son one.  Do you know Michael Larson?  She used to volunteer
at the Museum.

MH:  Yeah, I think she is still there.

AR:  My son married her daughter.

MH:  Oh.

AR:  I know she always wanted pictures and stuff.  I don’t know if I gave him one to give to
her.

RC:  I have never seen it anywhere.  Maybe her did or maybe he didn’t.   The Museum might
already have one, I don’t know.

MH:  I can take it and scan it and bring it back.

AR:  It is a copy.

RC:  Jenny has the original one.

AR:  She gave it to me to write in some of the names that I know.

RC:  When she gave it to me I made a bunch of copies and gave them to people that were in
the picture or their relatives.  I gave Albert one across the street because I know his sisters
are in there.

MH:  It is a good picture to have.

AR:  Yeah, it is.

MH:  So you guys grew up on Saragosa?
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AR:  I went to the fourth grade, which must have been in1948-49

MH:  You lived there then?

AR:  No that land was vacant.  We lived on Washington.  He bought a corner lot and then he
bought a barracks from the Willis’.

RC:  It was from the Japanese.  It was the Japanese War in the 40’s they had a camp over
there in Ocotillo.  After that was over they were selling those barracks.  People who needed a
house would go and buy them and it was big, divided into three sections.  It was very cheap
but he said it cost him more to move it than what it cost him.

RC:  They had to dissolve the camp and a lot people needed homes.

AR:  They bought them at Williams Field.  They bought them at the base.

RC:  I don’t know where they were.  Maybe they moved them.  I thought that is where they
were from.  The Japanese lived there around that time.  It was in 1940 something they
bought it.

AR:  I remember that we used to get those vouchers during the war.  You could only get a
certain amount of sugar and staples.

MH:  Like a ration card?

AR:  Yeah.  We would get those.  We moved there, and my grandfather, my dad’s dad, worked
at the Winn School.  He was a janitor.  On the southwest corner there was a house there and
he moved in there and that is why we moved to Saragosa.  It was his house where he used to
live.  It was three rooms also.  I remember the kitchen didn’t have a floor.  It was dirt,
hardened.  We used to have an icebox and wood stove and off of that they had a porch where
mom used to always wash.  I remember we had chickens and dad would go over there and
kill them.

MH:  Chop their heads off?

AR:  We lived for a little while and then we moved.   Then he bought the place on Washington
and we had an outhouse there because they didn’t have a sewer line.  Then he moved it
inside and divided the first two rooms.  Mon had a sowing machine there and real long
kitchen and the area left over was a bedroom.   The dinning room was before the kitchen
and then he added two bedrooms.

MH:  Did you do any cooking outside or was it all inside?

AR:  No, but where she did the washing he built a wood floor and she had two tubs that were
attached with legs.  She would rinse it twice and the second time she would put that bluing
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in it.  With the white clothes she had a tub on fire that she used to boil it with that lye soap.
She would put the white clothes in there.

RC: They would come out really white.  The shirts, they had to be white.  I remember my dad
and brother wearing white.  She would make starch on the stove and starch the shirts then
hang them out and then iron them.  So they were like stiff.  I remember when I got married I
used to use that bluing and I would hang my clothes out and people would pass by and say,
how do you get your clothes so white.  It was because of the bluing in them.

AR:  What was it called?

RC:  It was bluing in a little bottle.  It looked like ink.    You would just put a little bit in the
water.

AR:  It was called bluing but it had a name.  There was a lady or some kind of design on the
label.    We lived there and walked to Cleveland.  We didn’t have a fence.  So people would
walk and they cross on our backyard leaving a little path.  Eventually dad put up a fence.
MH:  Before you got running water and electricity where would you get water and wood for
the stove?

AR:  When we moved to Washington we had water.  When we lived at the ranch we didn’t
have water.  We had to go a mile down there to a pump and we pumped the water.  In the
winter, mom used to heat the water outside in a tub for us to take a bath.  But in the summer
there was a canal across the street and we would take soap and everything and take a bath
there.

RC:  Yeah, in the canal.

AR:  They used it for irrigating the fields and stuff.

RC:  When we were kids we used to go up to Alma School to the pumps.  They were pumping
water for irrigation.

AR:  We would go swimming there.  It was running water.  It wasn’t real dirty water, you
could see clear.  All the kids did it all the Mexicans.

AR:  That was like our pool.

MH:  So did you go to Winn School as well?

AR:  Did I go to Winn School?  I think I did.  I don’t remember going to Winn School though.

RC:  But where else would have you gone?
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AR:  Well, I guess I did.  I remember Mrs. Chekley and then I remember a Mrs. Hill.  There
were two teachers there and I probably did go there. I probably did go to Winn and then
when we got older….

RC:  Even Bobby went to Winn.  You remember he was in trouble for a long time because
they would have recess and he would come home.  The teachers were wondering why he
was always late because they couldn’t find him.  So they watched out and they found out he
was going home and so they stopped that.  That is how he left the bottle.

RC:  My youngest used to drink out of a bottle for until he was in kindergarten.

MH:  When you went to school you walked most of the time?

AR:  All the time.  Rain or shine.  Dad would always go to work early.

RC:  A truck with nine kids.

AR:  One time he had a car.  I remember a long time ago when we lived on the ranch we used
we would all pile in the car and we would all go visit his sister, she lived on a ranch out in
Tempe somewhere.

RC:  But that was like a Ford Model T, like a 1930 something.

AR:  He had it went I was born.  I remember one time we were so crowded when we were
going to his sister, my aunt’s house, we were so crowded the door opened and I almost fell
out.  We walked to school.  I don’t know if they had buses for kids or not

RC:  Not for us, because they considered it to close.  We moved in 19044 and I remember
when I started school, they used to bus me from the ranch.  Then all of a sudden we moved
over here to Saragosa then I had to walk.

AR:  I don’t ever remember riding a school bus.  I had to walk.

RD:  We walked from Washington to Chandler Blvd where the school was located.

AR:  Was it an elementary school?

RC:  Elementary.  Called Cleveland because the street was called Cleveland.  Across the street
they had a little grocery store. Next to it they had a café.  We would go over there for lunch
and they would sell the best chili beans for a dime with crackers and we would have lunch
there.

AR:  It was called Crawford’s Market.  We would go up to the window and get a little bowl of
chili beans and it was so good.  It was ten cents for a bowl and crackers.
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RC:  They had benches outside where students sit but they did have space inside for people
to go in and sit.    We didn’t have time, we just went to the window and got our food and ate
it.

AR:  A bowl of chili beans.

MH:  Sounds like a good deal, ten cents?

AR & RC:  Yeah.  It was cheap.

RC:  Sometimes we didn’t even have that.

MH:  Who were some of your friends and neighbors when you were living in the
neighborhood?

AR:  Over on Washington was Morales.  My mother’s best friend was Narnica.

RC:  They were over there on Morales not Saragosa.
AR:  I had friends but they lived out and had to ride the bus to school.  We just had friends at
school but around the neighborhood, Mary Biscus.  There was a lady who came around but
she didn’t have any kids.  Her name was Rosa.  I don’t know her last name.

RC:  She lived on Washington Street but I don’t know her last name.  She is still living.

AR:  But the daughter died because I went to her service.

AR:  Me, I hardly hung around the neighborhood much.  I was downtown and we would go to
school and then hang out downtown or ran errands for that old lady who started that
restaurant, Ortega’s and she passed away.  Then after that her son and daughter-in-law
started running the restaurant.

RC:  But we weren’t working there anymore.

MH:  Where was the restaurant?

AR:  It was right there were the Police Station is now.  The City bought the place.

RC:  That is where our grandparents lived, in that area where the Police Station is now.

AR:  On Colorado Street.   The City bought all that property.  A lot of Chandler people went
there to eat.

RC:  I know one of my teachers from school, I was his waitress and he didn’t even know it
was me, a student.  Then all of sudden one day in school he said, do you work at the Ortega’s
Restaurant?  I said, yes, I see you go in there all the time.  I say hi all the time.  But I never
pictured you here and there.
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AR:  A lot of older Chandler people used to go there, like Saba’s, the Serrano’s, they had
clothing stores before they had the restaurant. A lot of people that worked downtown would
go eat there because they had good Mexican food.

MH:  How old were you when you started working?

AR:  I started very young running errands.

RC:  I was probably thirteen when I started.  But my cousin she lived in that area so they
hired my cousin.  I would go over there and they asked me if I wanted to work.  So I was only
thirteen.

AR:  I was about the same thirteen or fifteen.  I would there but then I also worked at the
Snow Cap but it is where the Pirates Fish & Chips is.  It was called the Snow Cap.  They sold
ice cream like Dairy Queen.

RC:  That was before the Dairy Queen I guess.  It was an older man.  I wish I could remember
his name that owned it and ran it.  I was out looking for work and I made ice cream there.
After that I worked at the Arrow Pharmacy.  They had a fountain.  The peoples names where
Eddie and Janet, they were old time.  I went there and they hired me to work at the fountain.

AR:  I was in high school and I would go there and eat and order the same thing, a bread
sandwich and a cherry coke.

RC:  Cherry cokes were really popular then.  After that they closed that fountain and got
another restaurant over here where that Chinese Restaurant is on Arizona Avenue and
Oakland.

MH:  Over there where Rigatonis used to be?

RC:  No, it was across the street this way close to the Sip and Bite.  It was a pink and
turquoise building.  They used to sell like cheeseburgers and hamburgers.  They ran that,
Eddie and Janet Sandage and couple of their boys and a daughter.,  I worked for them at the
Sip and Bite.  That was it because I didn’t like working in the fields.

AR:  We made a little bit of money.  But we didn’t hardly make anything.   It was enough
money and our parents let us keep our money so we could buy our clothes.   And at that time
we had to buy our own books in high school.  When we were in high school some man used
to go California to pick plums that they made prunes out of then after they cook them.  So he
told us and we went.  He took three of us, my two brothers and me.  It was just us, she stayed
here because she didn’t like the fields.  Dad would give us money to live while we were there
and they supplies a house and we had to pay no utilities or anything, just for food..  We got
paid at the end so we would bring all that money back.  We would get over a thousand
dollars and we would give mom money to buy the kids clothes and buy the books for high
school and at the end of the year you could sell them back or trade them in to get the books
for next year.
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MH:  That is good.

AR:  We did that for several years.  We would pile in a pickup and my dad would put a wood
camper on it.  We would stay there for two or three months.  Sometimes we would be late for
school but not very long maybe a week or two.  We had extra money.  It worked out real
good money wise.  So then he started going every summer.  In between we went to pick
green beans and pears.  Sometimes we didn’t do anything in between he took us to Santa
Cruz to the beach.  So that was fun.

MH:  What was the neighborhood like when you were growing up there? Did everyone spend
a lot of time with each other and get along pretty well?

AR:  Yeah.  Like Sally Cons over on Saragosa.

MH:  Were there specific places where everyone would gather, was there some ones house
you would go to spend time with each other?

AR:  I used to go to church.  The church is still standing.  It was the Free Methodist Church
and I was the secretary of the whole congregation.  I would take the minutes on Sunday and
then read them the following Sunday.  Then I was secretary/treasurer of a youth group and
my cousin was the president, we went to conventions.  He skipped out when we went to a
convention in Nogales.  They have a Christian Bible School there.  We went over there and he
skipped out and I had to go and do a speech because he was nowhere to be found.  He
remembers to this day because he calls me sometimes.

RC:  Who was that?  Sammy.  I really didn’t participate that much in church.  We kind of did
our own thing.  But my husband he was born on Oregon Street and they would hang out in
the evenings.  All the boys and my brother would go hang out with them too.  He would tell
me they would build a bonfire.  All of that was allowed.  There was a cotton gin there and
then the ice plant.  The cotton gin had a security guard, a man that would security the place
but they would go in there and jump on those big racks of cotton.  They weren’t suppose to
because they were lucky enough that they never got hurt.  They weren’t suppose to do that
and he was a night watchman.  But he said we would go in the evenings and jump on the
cotton before they made it into bails, I guess.

AR:  They would take the seeds out.  At the ice plant we would go to get some chips but he
would say they don’ t have any chips.  He would let us go in and stand by the door while we
got some ice.  But then we got our refrigerator and we didn’t need to go.

MH:  Besides the cotton gin and the ice plant do you remember what other businesses were
in the neighborhood?

AR:  The Cozy.  Everybody had to go to the Cozy Café.  It was like a truckers thing.

RC:  Yes, it was a truck stop and they had the best hamburgers.
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AR:  They had a pinball machine and everybody used to go there and hang around the
pinball machine.

RC:  They had a backroom with pinball machines and everyone went to play pinball there.

MH:  Where was this Cozy Café?

AR:  It was right there by the church, and a grocery store that was run by a Chinese man.

MH:  Is it just a little south of the church?

AR: North of that.  They used to have pottery there.  It is between the pottery and the
laundry mat.  That is the Cozy Café.

RC:  It was right on Arizona Avenue.  It was a truck stop.  Big trucks would stop there all the
time.  Truckers would go there and they had real pretty waitresses with long hair and
blondes.

AR:  I remember that but I don’t who they were.

MH:  Were there any cages, I think I have heard of Miss Bea’s?

AR:  It is over here by the Mambo.

RC:  What is it?

MH:  Miss Bea’s.

AR:  Yes, it was more on Elgin, between Elgin and Frye.  Yes, that was Miss Bea’s.  I was going
out with the one that I got married to and him and I would go there with my sister and his
cousin.  We would go there but we didn’t drink coffee, we got hot chocolate, pie or donut or
something.  We would go there in the evening or after school, mostly in the evening after six
because they worked.  Next to it was the Mambo, did they ever tell you about that?

MH:  Yeah, I have heard a little bit about it.

AR:  It was a café and I worked there and it was her sister-in-law.  Her husbands sister she
ran it and I worked for her.

RC:  They sold the place.  There were a lot of small restaurants with a jukebox and we would
go hang out.  I don’t remember the location.

AR:  It was down about three or four places from the church.

RC:  Oh yeah, there was a Mr. Lee’s there.  I think he was a black man that ran that.
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AR:  He was a brother to the one that had the one over there on Saragosa.

MH:  Was that the Harris BBQ?

AR:  Yeah.  That was his brother and he opened that and we would go there and he was a
good dancer, he would be dancing.

RC:  That girl, the neighbor, they were really good dancers.

AR:  They were teenagers and they would dance there to rock and roll music.

RC:  That is what we would do in the evenings.  Hang out at the little restaurants.  A lot of the
kids did and my husband used to go over to the bowling alley.

AR:  Yeah, on Frye and … what is the name of that gas station there.

MH:  It has empty pumps, they sell car there.

AR:  You know where Pirates Fish and Chips is. It was on the other corner more like over
where the bowling alley was located.  Then later on it was a furniture store or something.
That bowling alley, the people that were there my husband used to set pins there.  He used
to call the owner, Mr. Mullins I think, Moon Mullins, he said he was really nice and his wife.  I
don’t remember what her was.  They were really nice and he used to set pins there, but it
was run by someone by the name of Mullins.  He called him Moon Mullins.  I don’t know if
that was his real name because in those days a lot of people had nicknames.  My husband
and all his friends would set pins there.  Then later on they worked at the San Marcos being
bus boys.

MH:  Was there anyone who stood out as kind of a leader in the community or someone
important that you would go to for advice or just kind of lead things?

AR:  The only one was the policewoman that you kind of looked up to, the policewoman,
Mona.

RC:  Oh, yeah.  I remember that dad wanted me to work there with that Mona.  But when I got
out of school I took off and got married.

MH:  Do you remember her last name?

AR:  I don’t, but her picture was at the gallery with some of the policemen from years ago.
Mona was her name.

RC:  Mona was her name but everybody called her Mona.
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AR:  I remember her as a person that you looked up to in those days.  Then there was a
judge, Beasley.  We kind of knew him because we didn’t want to get trouble.  I think his last
name was Beasley.  I don’t know anyone else.

MH:  Ok.  You attended church at the Free Methodist?

AR:  Yes.  But when I went it was the same church but she wasn’t involved like I was.  I don’t
think you ever went to convention.

MH:  How long did your family live in the neighborhood?

AR:  Mom still lived there until she died.  But it was a different house.  The tore down the
house and built a smaller one.  It was a two bedroom.  Actually the City did it.

MH:  Was it on the same lot on Washington?

AR:  Dad had built a little room in the back, like an extra little house for his brother.  They
knocked that down.  They cleared all the land.  Because our cousin, you probably know him,
Phil Westbrooks, he worked for the City and they had a program where a lot of the houses
needed a lot of repair.  They did fix the bathroom because you could see down to the dirt.  I
don’t know whom she lived with but it came back and was just terrible.  They knocked it
down and she didn’t need a big house.  My brother Robert is the one that lived with her.

RC:  Until she died in 2002.

AR:  Yeah, it was in 2002 right around the time that Rachel turned five.

RC:  Right around 2002, she lived there still.  Actually my sister owns that house.

AR:  Yes, it was in my brother’s name and she took over paying that taxes and he worked for
that day labor.  He could keep a regular job because he sickly and all that.  When he was
feeling good he would go to the day labor and he worked.  Sometimes he would work all
week and sometimes whenever.  He could keep up with the bills and everything but he
couldn’t pay the taxes.  My sister would pay the taxes.  So they put her name on it.  So when
she passed away they were going to put the house up for sale.  He said, Yeah.  It was real sick
in the hospital.  He said, they put it up for sale and they did.  I guess my sister decided she
wanted to buy it.  She wanted it to stay in the family, so she bought it.  She lives in Maricopa
and rents it out.  So she owns the house now.   It is still in the family.

MH:  Do you know much about the Westbrooks family?

AR:  I knew the father.  I know Phil’s father but I don’t know too much about him.  I know
that he had a daughter that lived in Redwood City in California.  He would pass by the house
and he would give money to mom for Phil.  Because he knew he was his son.  My sister Ester
is his mother and she never gave him the name of Westbrooks.  I know that Phil went by
name Westbrooks and he changed it to Westbrooks.  To this day he goes by the name
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Redaul, our maiden name.  Rosy she was Westbrooks.  Then Annie she uses the name
Westbrooks but she wasn’t his daughter.  She was somebody else daughter.

RC:  That is enough of that.

AR:  But that is all I know about him that he had a daughter over there and I think he had a
son in Texas.

MH:  How did your family prepare their food?  We had mentioned a wood stove earlier was
that used most of the time?

RC:  I don’t remember the wood stove.

AR:  That was on Saragosaa.  Then when we moved out of Saragosa we didn’t have a wood
stove.  On Washington we had gas.  I remember some times mom would get up and make
tortilla but sometimes she wouldn’t make them in the morning but she would make them in
the evening.  We would come home from church in the evening and she would be making
tortilla and I would say, go to bed.  This one she would be outside with boy talking because
we went out with a lot of the guys from the base.  That is whom we dated.  We didn’t really
date local guys.

RC:  My mom and his were friends.  I remember going over to his and that is where I stepped
on my first nail because they had boards with nails.  Then ended up getting married.  A lot of
them from the neighborhood married other family friends who grew up together.

AR:  I didn’t really date any local boys.  They all came from somewhere else.  There were
people that would come for the season.  My ex-husband who passed away we were married
for twenty-three years.  He would come for the cotton season and he would work for a
contractor.  Then he did contracting for sheering sheep in California and Colorado, some
here in Arizona.  They would herd the sheep.

RC:  I would see some I guess in the spring they would be over there on Dobson going toward
Price.  We used to call them the babies.  I remember there was a man that did that sheering
of sheep.  Do you remember?

AR:  That was over there at Willis Ranch and he was our neighbor.  What was their last
name?   Sosa.  They would bring me with them to the movies.  What was her name?

RC:  I don’t know but …

AR:  Sarah Sosa.  He would come and they would have a big celebration because he would
bring a lot of money.  There were two sisters and a boys and his name was Lupe also.

RC:  I remember a friend of my dad who used to do that work.  They would have to leave and
go to different places.  They would go with the herd I guess.
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MH:  As far as cooking did you have any mockayete?

AR:  Yes we did.  Where they make the chili?

MH:  Yes.

RC:  I still have one and I use it too.  I mash up garlic and tomatoes and peppers.

MH:  How nice.

AR:  I don’t do cooking anymore.  My daughter she used to work for Ted Roberts Catering.
She does all the cooking.  She can’t work anymore.  She wears a boot on her leg.  She is
diabetic and has a lot of problems with her feet.

MH:  That is too bad.

AR:  She stand up long periods of time.  She wanted to work part-time but he didn’t want her
to.  That is before she was wearing all those boots.  What happened to her foot is she lost the
arch and it becomes rounded.

MH:  Sounds pretty painful?

AR:  They gave her a boot so she could step on the heel rather on that portion.  She got a
wound on her toe but anyway she does the cooking.

RC:  I use mine but not that often.

MH:  For you and your mom buy the flour or did you make it at home?

AR:  No we bought a twenty-five pound bag of floor.

RC:  My dad would go on Saturday.  He did the grocery shopping.

AR:  Yeah, we would use whatever he bought.  I started cooking and making tortillas when I
was eleven.  I would come home from working out in the fields and that is reason why I
really didn’t socialize.  But at night my brother and I would go over here to a store where
they would keep the TV on and we would always watch the Lone Ranger or Hop Along
Cassidy and Roy Rogers.

RC:  It was downtown at one of the stores that would leave the TV on so the kids would come
to the window and watch it and we could hear it. We would go and watch TV because we
didn’t have one at home.  There were a couple of stores downtown that did that.  I think it
was the Staply’s store and Western Auto.

AR:  We used to go to the one right there on Boston and California.    It was an appliance
store.
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RC:  They did it because they knew the kids would go.

MH:  Yeah, and then their parents would have to come in and buy one.

AR:  Yeah, and buy one.  Ours never did though.

RC:  Finally I can remember when we got it.

AR: It was a black and white.

 MH:  I think I heard something that … family had the first TV in the neighborhood and
everyone would go watch it at their house?

AR:  Maybe in that neighborhood.  I remember in our neighborhood it was the Bocus girl
who was a friend and I would watch it.

RC:  It was just a mother and her girl.

AR:  It was her grandmother.  She was the granddaughter.  For a living she would make corn
tortillas and the girl would go and sell them.

AR:  Yeah, she would make and sell corn tortillas.

RC:  She lived with the grandmother and kind of spoiled her.   I heard more stuff and I
remember she had pretty dresses.

MH:  But they had the first TV?

RC: yes, in the neighborhood.

MH:  Do you know where your dad would go to get groceries?

AR:  He would go to Bashas’.  They had Bashas’  right there on the corner of Boston and
Washington.  He would go to Bashas’ and then go to Wrights.    He would go to Wrights
because that is where his brother-in-law worked.  It was right next to City Hall and it is not
City Hall anymore.  The corner was City Hall and right next to it was Wrights Market.

MH:  Did you guys ever bring food home from fields to cook?

RC:  Oh, yeah, potatoes and sometimes we would go out and get a watermelon.

AR:  Oh, yeah, dad would work in the fields and he would bring watermelon.  Dad made a
garden and he would plant green onions, corn and chilies and tomatoes.   I think he planted
garlic too and zucchini.
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RC:  We got watermelon.

MH:  I remember reading about a guy who owned fields of melons had to hire armed
security guards?

AR:  Yeah, the kids would go and take them.  They would go and break them and eat the
middle of it.  They would just eat the heart of the watermelon because it didn’t have as many
seeds.
MH:  What kind of food did your family have on special occasions like holidays?

AR:  I remember that the only meat that we had was chicken and ground beef.  My dad would
buy these short ribs and he would buy oxtails and he would make Oxtail soup.  Sometimes
he would make chicken soup.

MH:  Tamales and Menudo?

AR:  We didn’t have tamales and menudo for the holidays.

RC:  They made those things like tortillas but they where sweet.  Yeah, fried.

MH:  She did a lot of the cooking and di you help when you got older?

AR:  No she was working doing those errands.  On weekends they hated me because I would
make them clean and I would go inspect.  Look you didn’t even dust behind the mirror or
pictures.  Oh, they hated me.  I remember this when I was married she went and stayed with
me one summer.  She would go in and inspect to see if I was clean.

MH:  How did you learn how to cook?

AR:  Just like watching mom and dad used to do some cooking too. His mother passed away
before I was born and he used to help with the cooking.

RC:  He would make us sweetbread.

AR:  He would make them in the morning like sweet biscuits and oatmeal.  Before we went to
school we would have that.

RC:  He would make the sweetbread and sweet tortillas.

AR:  He would make that but mostly in the evenings.

RC:  It is like toasted flour.

AR:  In fact Mary made some last Sunday.

RC:  With chocolate?
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AR:  Yes with chocolate.

RC:  Oh, my god, I haven’t had that in a long time.

AR:  Yeah, she makes it all the time.  In the winter when we are putting up the tree is when
she would make it.

MH:  Is that something you would eat it by itself or put on something?

AR:  It is a drink.  It is like a hot coco sort of thing.   You toast the flour and then put the water
and chocolate and canned milk.

MH:  Sounds good.  What kind of food did you eat regularly?

AR:  We ate potatoes and macaroni and a lot of pasta and when we had the garden we ate the
zucchini.  I submitted that potato cheese soup and, the chicken soup and the oxtail soup, the
ribs and the corned beef.  We made the corned beef.  I mean the ground beef and we made
that with potatoes.

RC:  She would make chilis and potatoes and she would make eggs and potatoes and ground
beef she make it with chilis and potatoes.

RC:  She would just make potatoes period and sometimes with onions.

MH:  What was a family dinner like did you all sit down and eat together?

AR:  When my mom and dad ate if you were not there it was too bad.   But after school I
would make the coffee and the dinner.  I remember my cousin because if I was making
tortillas I didn’t want anybody eating them before dinner but he would grab one and eat it
with butter.

MH:  With a little bit of sugar?

AR:  No, just butter.

MH:  What was your favorite meal?

RC:  Our favorite meal?

MH:  Yes, any favorite dish that your mom or dad made?

AR:   The one that dad made, I liked that potato cheese soup.

RC:  Oh, yeah, the potato cheese soup.
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AR:  What mom made was the meat and potatoes and I kind of like that oxtail soup.

RC:  Not me.  I liked that potato cheese soup and I still make it.

MH:  What goes into oxtail soup?

AR:  Vegetables, potatoes, celery and carrots.  I like the vegetable soup that my daughter
makes.  They eat the potatoes and meat but not the vegetables

MH:  Did the church or religion ever play a part in what you ate?  Where there any
restrictions?

AR:  No, but I don’t eat pork that much.  I really don’t even like bacon.  The other day I ate
bacon because my daughter made shrimp wrapped in bacon.  But I don’t eat pork or bacon
and sasage.

RC:  We really didn’t have that much meat when we were little.

AR:  Well the oxtails when we made it for soup and it went a long way, things that we make
stretch.    The chicken we could also stretch with the soup.  She would make the chicken with
rice.

MH:  Was Sunday dinner more special than the rest of the week?  Would you get out of
church and have a big dinner?

AR:  Nothing special just what we ate regularly.

MH:  What do you think is the most important ingredient in cooking, is it your experience in
cooking or the time it takes to make something?

AR:  I thin the ingredients like spices.

RC:  Yeah, I think it is the ingredients.

AR:  We don’t measure anything you know.

MH:  Are there some spices that you use a lot?

AR:  I don’t use salt.  I use pepper, garlic and onion salt.  Actually I use a powder because
when I was on dialysis they told it was better to use the powder than the salt.    The garlic
and onion salt.   That is what I use but my daughter uses the salt, pepper, onion, garlic and
camino and they use a lot.

RC:  I have camino and use just a pinch.  I don’t really like the smell.  Do you like it in your
food?
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AR:  I don’t really care for it.  Actually my daughter is going to cater our Christmas Party.  But
she is just going to have snacks and things like that.

MH:  Do you think the Spanish heritage influenced the way you cook?

AR:  Oh, yeah, definitely.  She cooks Mexican food but she does a lot of Italian.

RC:  What is coriander in Mexican.  I have had it a long time and it almost gone.  It is almost
gone but smell I don’t really care for it.

MH:  A lot of people use it in Chili or something.

AR:  A lot of people use it in rice and Mexican food.

RC:  Of course we use oregano.  That and salt and peper is about all I use.

AR:  I haven’t been eating for two days because my stomach.  I have just been eating broth,
hot tea, banana and crackers.  That is all I have had.    Usually I do that for twenty-four hours
and then it is gone.  But yesterday I was afraid to eat but I was hungry for food.  I cam home
from church, the church right here on Hartford and Ray, Assembly of God.

MH:  Are they Methodist as well?

AR:  They are Pentecostal.  We used to come there when we lived in Gilbert and when we
moved to Maricopa we like so we just come every Sunday.  We just come in the morning and
on Wednesday it is too late and they have to get up and go to school.  The girls get up at five
to get ready for school.  They go at seven and I take them at about six-forty or something like
that.

RC:  They are the granddaughters.

AR:  I have raised them and one is out in California and one child four months old.  I have the
other three and my daughter she has three.  When I was over here I was in charge of four
and she had charge of three.    Now she is in charge of only one because the others are in
Spain studying.  It is her third year of college and she goes to ASU.  The other one went back
to his mother.  This one that she has is going to be leaving next month.  She won’t have
anyone and I will have the three.  But now my youngest daughter is living with us and she
has a little boy that is six.  We moved over there because there were so many of us and it was
a five-bedroom house, but it is getting smaller.  We are going to have to down size.

MH:  The families on Chicago were in their own little area and didn’t associate?

AR:  They all kind of mixed with each other.  My husband mixed with those girls, in fact we
saw one of them at Walmart and she is an old lady like I am.  She came up and said hello, I
hadn’t seen them in a long time.  He used to walk with her to school every day because they
lived right there in the neighborhood.
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MH:  Why do you think the history of that neighborhood is importaqnt?

AR:  It was probably one of the first ones started, I think.   I remember we would get up and
go to the nicer places and look for clothes before the other customers came in.  Sometimes at
Bashas’ they would throw away vegetables.  If they were good we would take them.

MH:  What about the length of time the neighborhood was there and how does it relate to the
rest of Chandlers history?

AR:  I don’t know, I think they just say that it is an old neighborhood and bad area.  I think
they label it as a bad area.

RC:  Later on I went to work with the lady that lived across the street. It really wasn’t a better
neighborhood.  It was a trailer park.  I forget what the name of the trailer park was.  But
anyway she lived there.  She was not Mexican and she grew up there with her mom and dad.
Then she married and she and her husband had it for a while.  Anyway I ended up working
with her at this place in Tempe Electronic.  We were talking and I said I live on Washington
Street and she said I live right across the street from you in the trailer park.  She said I
remember I used to get in fights with a Mexican girl there.

AR:  Oh, yes, we went to Cleveland they would chase us to the house.

RC:  I said, you did?  She was very nice.  We had known each other for years.  I remember
they used to yell something to us in Spanish and she told me what it was, I said, Pat, you
better not say that in front of another Mexican or they will beat you up..  She said the
Mexicans girls used to yell at us and it was bad words.    She learned it because everyday
they would have yelling matches.

MH:  That was the lady across the street?

RC:  Well, coming home from school because we were walking in the same direction.

AR:  What I remember is that they lived over there on Fye, the other side.  That used to be
the area for the Assembly of God and I didn’t know that but our pastor told us that.  It was an
original and then they moved over here.  I remember, you know how the churches used to
lend it out other people.  That is where my aunt used to go.  In the afternoons they would
have service there and it was in Mexican.  It was Pentecostal and it was in Spanish too.  But I
didn’t know it was the same one that moved over here.

MH:  Was there much interaction between the Mexicans and the Blacks in the
neighborhood?

AR:  Yeah, there was more with them than with the Anglo.  I had friends and we would play
with them.  What were their names?
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RC:  Paynes.

AR:  The Paynes and some other people.  Charlene.

MH:  Jetson?

AR:  Probably.  I saw them one time and she said we used to go to your house and we loved
that tortilla.  You could smell them and we used to play ring around the rose and all that you
know.    We used to play mostly at home, we didn’t go out.  We used to play jacks and my dad
made a sidewalk.  Out there we used to play jacks and I would play with my brother,
marbles.  Now the kids don’t know how to play marbles.

RC:  I had a ball and jacks.

AR:  I know the kids over here they had marbles but they didn’t know how to play them.
They would just be throwing them at each other.  That isn’t what you do.  You put them in
circle and try to knock them out of the circle.  They had those steelies.

RC:  Yeah, because they were metal.

AR:  We used to jump rope and hopscotch.

RC:  That is all there was to do.

AR:  My brother he would go roller-skating and sky diving when he got older.  He used to do
all those marathons and bicycles.

RC:  He was more active and used to get more whippings too.

AR:  But the was the only one that dad bought a car for.

RC:  Dad bought a car for him and a bike.  Mom used to iron those shirts for him.

AR:  I remember one time he two shirts the same but different colors.  He was going to iron
them and my cousin said I will iron them for you.  She burned a hole in them.

MH:  Where all the people from Mexico or from different countries in South America?

AR:  They were like the first or second generation from here that we hung around with.
They were like my parents who came from Mexico when they were little.  Not like today
there are so many that were not born here.

RC:  I never knew anybody form any other country except they were Mexican decent.  We
only knew one family that was Port a Rican.

MH:  Did they live in that neighborhood?
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RC:  No, they lived over by the railroad tracks.

AR:  Boston and Delaware.  We used to go over there.  The train stopped there at the Depot.

RC:  It was such a nice train depot.  I remember we used to go there to drink water because
they had a water fountain.  Then they knocked it down and there is nothing there.  They
should have left it up.  They had a big ramp and everything.  I was thinking about that the
other day and wondering why they knocked it down.  They should have kept it.  It was a
really nice.

AR:  I was in the girl scouts and I remember they drove us to Mesa and we got to ride from
Mesa to here on the train.

RC:  It was a really nice depot but somebody knocked it down.

AR:  In the summer time we used to go to the ballgames and boxing right there at the canal
by Delaware.

RC:  They used to have baseball fields there.  They would play baseball, the Hay Bailers and
other teams.  At night we used to go and watch them.  The canal ran right through the middle
of the City.

MH:  Was that a pretty noisy neighborhood?

AR:  No.

MH:  With the train tracks there and everything?

AR:  You get used to it.

RC:  Oh, Yeah.

AR:  When we lived on Saragosa the train and when we went to Washington it didn’t bother
us.  But when we would get company come, like my sister from California, oh, that train.

RC:  Do you remember the hobos?

AR:  They used to come to our house knocking on the door.

RC:  They were looking for food.

AR:  Mom would make them burritos and she would tell them to sit out there.
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RC:  Everybody would.  They would get off the train and you weren’t afraid of them.  They
weren’t mean people.  Not like today, you don’t know.  I remember them coming around
asking for food.

MH:  I never thought of that?

RC:  They would get on the train and go somewhere and the train would stop and I don’t
know why they would get off or where ever they got off.  They would go to the houses and I
guess more Mexicans lived around there and a lot of black people lived there too. They
would go there and my husband would go fishing and catch fish and sell them for a quarter
or a nickel or whatever and a lot of the black people would buy them from him.  We would
trade it for a hamburger.  If he went to one of the cafes he would trade it for a sandwich or
whatever.  They would trade because they liked them.  They would catch them, I don’t know
where.

MH:  In the canals?

RC:  Yeah, in the canals or whatever.

MH:  If you could say one thing about growing up in the neighborhood, what would it be?

RC:  I don’t know.  We didn’t think it was bad but we didn’t think it was good.  When you are
a kid you don’t think about it.  You know there are people who are better off.

AR:  I didn’t know we were bad off.  I though we were pretty good off.  Because we mingled
with the same crowd and I remember some of our friends didn’t have a refrigerator before
we did.   They didn’t have a TV before we did..  Some of them did but some of them didn’t
have one a stove and a washer.

RC:  It was all the same and everybody the same.

AR:  We didn’t think we were bad off.  Even in school I never thought we were bad off.  Like
Jenny and Cliff, they didn’t want to go to high school because they said they wore really nice
clothes and we didn’t have those kind of clothes.  I remember they used to say that.  Do you
remember?

RC:  Yeah, but we hung out with the same people from our neighborhood at school.  They
were the same people that you hung out with in school.

MH:  How has the community changed since you first moved in?

AR:  I think it has deteriorated.

RC:  That area?

AR:  Don’t you?
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RC:  Well, it was really bad.  They have improved a lot of it.  They tore down a lot of the older
part.

AR:  I haven’t really driven down but I know some of them deteriorated.    I know some of it
was knocked down and some of it was rebuilt.

RC:  For the people that live there I guess it is ok.

MH:  Did the neighborhood have a lot of plants like trees growing around in it or was it
pretty bare?

AR:  We had trees.

RC:  Yeah.

AR:  We had trees and flowers and like I said a garden.

RC:  Later on my mom had a peach tree?

AR:  An apricot tree.

RC:  An apricot tree and cactus in the back.

AR:  Oh, yes, that we used to eat.  She would make that with meat too.

RC:  Oh, yes, with egg and milk.  That is one of my son’s favorites.

MH:  Is it a prickly pear cactus and you eat the pads?

RC:  We would eat the pads.

MH:  Did you ever do anything with the fruit part?

RC:  The fruit part.  Yeah, there real red and my mother-in-law used to have a ton of them
too.  Some of them don’t do that anymore and I wonder why.

AR:  She had a ton of them and they would take all the stickies off and put them in the
refrigerator and they would eat them it is a fruit.  It is really good.  They sell them at Food
City.  You can buy them.

AR:  I never remember eating those.  Because the ones we had didn’t have that.

RC:  They didn’t give the fruit.  I remember my mother-in-law used to because she used to
babysit my youngest son David and she used to give him that too.
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AR:  Also in the fields they would grow wild.  I don’t know what they would call them.  It is s
green like and it used to grow out there.  My cousin, he would bring them to my mom. He
would bring a sack full.  My mom would say why you bring me all this, what do you want me
to do with this.  She would clean them up and I remember she would put cheese on them.

RC:  They were like a vegetable and they were really good.  I like them.

RC:  Yeah.  It is like a vegetable.  It is not pigweed.

AR:  I don’t know what it is.

RC:  It has got little tiny leaves.  I don’t know what it is.  They used call it something in
Spanish.  People used to eat them a lot because they grew on the side of the canal.

MH:  Yeah, I think Jenny mentioned those once.

AR:  Remember my dad would take us someplace, I don’t know where it was but it wasn’t
that far away by the canal and they had fig trees and they gave these big black figs.

AR:  Oh, yeah and when we lived on the ranch they had a date tree.

RC:  We would pick the figs and bring them home and oh they were so good.

AR:  I remember my cousin had a belly button that would stick up and they told my aunt to
put the fig there but he would take it out and eat it.  Then they told her to put a fifty-cent
piece there and tie it up.

RC:  Those figs, they were so good.  I don’t know whose trees they were but there were like
several of them.  But they were in the canal area.    We would eat a lot of pomegranates and
now it is really good for you.

AR:  Pomegranate is one thing I can eat.  Pomegranate and grapefruit are the only two things
I cannot eat with my medication.

RC:  When we were little we used to eat pomegranates all the time.

AR:  What did they call that fruit that grandma had?

RC:  Quince.

AR:  We would give some to that Port a Rican Lady and she would make candy out of it.   She
would even make candy out of yams or sweet potatoes.  She would give us some.

RC:  My grandmother had a quince apple tree.

AR:  Then she had the pomegranate tree.
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MH:  Most of the stuff was kind of grown around town instead of going to the store for it?

AR:  Fruits and vegetables were grown.  I don’t think dad hardly ever bought them.  He
would by staples and stuff like that.

RC:  We just eat that and watermelon when it was in season.  But when we went to California,
prunes.

AR:  My brother ate a lot of prunes.  He was sorry.  Dad told him you are eating more than
you are picking.

MH:  You married someone from the neighborhood, did you as well?

AR:  What”

MH:  Was your husband from the neighborhood?

AR:  No.  He was from Texas.  He wasn’t well of.  He was like we were.  We lived in a mobile
and he was in a lot of construction.

RC:  When we first got married we bought a little house over here.  Then we moved over
here because my sister owned this house and she had to move out.  So we moved over here.

AR:  She got married and moved to Maricopa.  Then she sold that house to my sister Ester’s
daughter.   Then she bought one in Vegas.  She was helping her son because his wife left him
with four girls.

RC:  We have been here all our lives, my husband and I.

AR:  When I first got married in 1958.

RC:  I had my kids here and they had theirs here.  My oldest son works at the Chandler
Schools.  The other one was a fireman at the Chandler Fire Department.  The other one is a
cable guy at Cox.  There kids all go to the Chandler Schools.  Well, one lives in Gilbert now.
We have been here for our whole lives.  We don’t get around a lot.  Growing up I remember
the first Bashas’ store in Chandler.

AR:  The bakery is better at Bashas’ than it is at Fry’s.  Over there they have a Fry’s and a
Bashas’.

RC:  They always have good meat and vegetables.  I just like them because they have been in
Chandler forever.  My kids went to school with Eddie’s boys.  They knew them and they were
nice.  Even if the other stores have sales like Walmarts, it doesn’t make any difference we
would rather go there.  Just to support them, because they have been around forever.
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AR:  Eddie Basha was in my class.  He graduated the same year I did.

MH:  Now that was Chandler High, right?

AR:  Yes.

RC: He played football and I think he was class president.

AR:  Probably because he was popular.  Willis was in the same class.  There were two of
them.  They called one Kenny and the other Kenneth.

MH:  My last question is for you ladies is what does it mean to you that your neighborhood
has such a long history in the community and that there is a book coming out about it?

AR:  It is really nice.

RC:  Like for my self I really don’t get out and participate but I think it is a good thing.

MH:  Any final thoughts about the family history or the foods that you made, you want to
add?

AR:  Well, we still incorporate some of those foods into our life today.

RC:  Yeah, yeah.

AR:  Even though we eat more vegetables and meat than we did then.  We still bring back
that food.  You know my grandkids they have that American cheese and they don’t like it.
Well they like it but when I make a bowl of macaroni and cheese they just eat the whole
thing.

MH: It just disappears?

AR:  Yeah, they love it.    They told me about a week ago, when you going to make some
macaroni and I said, I haven’t bought any so I am not making it.

RC:  Look at this.

MG:  Oh, the yearbook.
RC:  The pictures.

AR:  Oh, yeah.  Eddie Baha is there.    I don’t think he is because he didn’t take his picture at
the end they list the ones that are not pictured.

RC:  Where are you. [Looking through he yearbook]  Oh, right there.

MH:  Oh, yeah, well.
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RC: Your senior picture.

AR:  Yeah.

MH:  What was the GAA?

AR:  Girls Athletic Association.

MH:  Ok.

AR:  We had our fiftieth reunion at the San Marcos and he went.

[END OF INTERVIEW]
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